
There is little doubt that one of the key 
drivers for improving connectivity between 
ship and shore is the need for more and 
more information that will enable greater 
operational efficiencies onboard. Termed 
‘Big Data,’ the whole question of a greater 
need for information has been discussed at 
length during various shipping conferences 
and events during 2015. 

Yet shipping is a very conservative and 
traditional industry. The maritime industry 
has spent the past twenty years trying to 
limit the amount of data going on and off 
vessels, while the rest has been doing the 
opposite in adopting Big Data. Availability 
of such data offers incredible possibilities 
for understanding every aspect of a 
maritime business.

INTERNET OF THINGS
Similarly, the internet of things (IoT), a 
term used to explain how devices are 
connected to the internet for the purpose 
of performance monitoring, could reap 
huge efficiency benefits and ultimately 

save money. Crew internet usage is also 
an important consideration to factor into 
the equation as morale is significantly 
improved when seafarers have regular 
contact with friends and family via e-mail 
and social media. Licensed entertainment 
such as news, sporting events and films 
play an important part in creating a 
harmonious workforce. 

The recent quarterly survey by Crewtoo 
(the Crewtoo Seafarers Happiness Index) 
which benchmarks seafarers’ responses 
to ten questions about life at sea cited a 
lack of investment in connectivity as a key 
factor in an overall reduction in morale. 

With personnel onboard and ashore 
being able to view the same real-time data 
simultaneously, solutions to problems can 
be managed more effectively. Not only 
that but the monitoring and analysis of 
equipment performance on vessels can 
lead to preventative maintenance avoiding 
expensive replacement. Similarly, frequent 
weather updates and wave forecasts being 
transmitted to the ship are key factors 

in fuel reduction which not only helps 
save money but also contributes to the 
reduction in C02 emissions.

OTHER METHODS
Delivery of training programmes and 
distance e-learning is another important 
consideration. Many of these files are 
content rich and can quickly eat into 
available bandwidth. Yet making sure 
that crew members are appropriately 
trained and that this training is periodically 
updated is paramount to ensure 
compliance with STCW regulations.

DATA
One of the reasons that the industry 
has been slow to take advantage of the 
internet revolution at the same pace as 
land based businesses has been down to 
the sheer expense and lack of coverage. 
However, the tide is beginning to turn as 
better satcom solutions are now available 
with truly global coverage. Providers are 
also recognising that ‘one size fits all’ 
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packages are not addressing the differing 
needs of clients.

A lot of providers have marketed 
‘unlimited’ VSAT plans which KVH believes 
are in reality constrained due to the fact 
that capacity is bandwidth used over time 
and so has to be carefully managed. There 
is a fine line to be had on ships when it 
comes to internet access. Unlimited access 
for all crew members is not realistic because 
it will distract them and affect their work. 
But you can control how much access the 
crew get, so it can be spread out. Access to 
the internet is so important these days and 
often when young seafarers are deciding 
what company to go with, they are asking 
what their data allowance is. 

Therefore, Fleet ITC managers need 
to work out the exact needs of everyone 
on a vessel for connectivity, content, and 
connected applications, which calls for 
an in-depth strategy way beyond simply 
connecting up the internet on board the 
ship. That means working with the service 
providers to set up ‘end-to-end’ solutions 
for a fleet.

SATCOM
The Satcom solution must be robust-- 
having a reliable network and being 
resistant to rain-fade – and provide global 
coverage. Monitoring facilities must 
also be given to ITC Fleet managers so 
they can control individual usage and 
warn users when they are getting close 
to their limits. Using a standard data 
connection for entertainment purposes 
is very expensive, wasteful and not 
very satisfactory to the end-user over 
a satellite link. KVH’s strategy has been 
to deliver the entertainment in another 
way, by ‘multicasting’ content once to all 
subscribing vessels and store it. 

This allows latency-free access to all 
users on the vessel, without consuming 
precious satellite bandwidth. Instead of 
100 users sending and receiving individual 
requests to view a movie, the content is 
delivered to the vessel’s network once, 
to be viewed by users at their leisure. 
Using multicasting becomes even more 
attractive when you consider that typically 
85% to 90% of the total available VSAT 
bandwidth is consumed by crew members 
with unlimited access to an unmanaged 
internet connection. 

In fact, multicasting can be used more 
than just to provide crew entertainment 
without eating into their personal limits 
when off duty but it can also be used, even 
more importantly, for services like weather 
updates enabling better route optimisation 
to save fuel, more precise scheduling of port 
arrivals, and analysis of ship performance. 

So managing the network across the 
fleet is extremely important and can be 

achieved by a data allocation system for 
specific categories of users such as a 
master, officers and ratings, or even on 
an individual basis. Being upfront with 
seafarers in the first instance about limits 
while offering them the ability to buy 
additional personal connectivity is a good 
way to provide an effective service for both 
operational and leisure use. 

SUMMARY
Shipping is facing an era of increased 
regulation, which will continue for 
the foreseeable future; in addition to 
mandated regulations, the industry’s 
dependence on attracting a new 
generation of seafarers, investment in 
their training, and then retention of 
their services means the dependence on 
connectivity services and access to the 
internet will be even greater.

I believe that the use of multicasting will 
continue to increase and contends it KVH 
is best placed to help fleets manage their 
increasing reliance on data. When we talk 
about content we are talking about two 
main types of content needed today, namely 
content for operations and content for 
entertainment – movies, TV, sports, news, 
music. 

There is no question that there needs 
to be communication and entertainment 
services provided onboard. With a new 
generation of seafarers raised on the 
internet it is increasingly important that we 
provide them with the content they want 
and the type of internet access they are 
used to onshore. Otherwise the industry 
will find it increasingly difficult to attract 
and retain the very people needed to serve 
onboard.  Providing the bandwidth needed 
for the likes of movies and TV shows 
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